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The Perilous State of the
Nation
Benghazi Gate, IRS Gate, Media-Gate –the Obama Big Brother
is watching you, and surveillance of your every phone call, email,
and form of communication. The scandal plagued Obama White
House has no shame and the Mafia “code of silence” is in effect
to silence would-be whistleblowers. How far have we sunk as
a nation? What does the future hold?
William F. Dankenbring
“Mene, mene, tekel upharsin,” the mysterious handwriting said on the wall of the
palace, inscribed by an unhuman hand. It baffled the king, and stymied all his advisors
and confidants and all the political experts. But Daniel, a Hebrew prophet, could read it.
He interpreted it, saying, “This is what these words mean:
“Menes: God has numbered the days of your reign and brought it to an end.
“Tekel: You have been weighed on the scales and found wanting.
“Peres: Your kingdom is divided and given to the Medes and Persians”
(Dan.5:26-28).
This was the divine message given to king Belshazzar of ancient Babylon. That
very night the armies of his enemies attacked, overran Babylon, and his kingdom ended
in a maelstrom of violence and catastrophe.
The parallels between ancient Babylon and the United States of America, today,
are staggering – mind-blowing. Like ancient Babylon, our nation is filled with idols,
idolatry, and wickedness. Like Babylon, America is the “master of the world,” the
dominant kingdom in the earth. Obama, like Belshazzar, worships the gods of gold and
silver, pretends to be a Christian, but in his heart worships alien gods, including Allah,
the god of the Muslims, the ancient Saudi moon god. At heart he is a pagan – one who
denies and decries Christianity and persecutes evangelical Christian churches. At heart,
he is anti-Jewish and an anti-Semite and plots against Israel while pretending to befriend
them and be their “ally.”
What are the facts?
Modern Ephraim
Bible prophecy indicates that America – the modern nation of Ephraim, the
youngest son of the patriarch Joseph, is due to face a reckoning. Isaiah the prophet
declares 800 years before Christ, speaking prophetically of Ephraim in the “last days,”
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that “Aram (Syria) has allied itself with Ephraim” (Isa.7:2). Presently, the U.S. is
supporting the Muslims fighting against Assad, President of Syria, Obama has
allied himself with them. Prophecy indicates together they will turn against the Jews, the
state of Israel. God warns Israel, “Aram, Ephraim . . . have plotted your ruin, saying,
‘Let us invade Judah; let us tear it apart and divide it among ourselves’” (v.5). Syria
seeks to regain the Golan heights from Israel.
But what will come from this future plot? “It will not take place, it will not
happen . . . Within 65 years Ephraim will be too shattered to be a people . . . If you do not
stand firm in your faith, you will not stand at all” (Isa.7:7-9, NIV).
The modern state of Israel was born in 1948, May 14, precisely 65 years ago!
Does this prophecy mean that America is nearing the END of its tenure as the
head of the nations? Has America fallen, been betrayed by its enemies, taken over by
“strangers,” and socialist politicians “sold us out”?
What has happened to our once beloved country, the fairest of them all, the
golden crown of the nations, the citadel of liberty and the pursuit of happiness?
According to the prophecy, America is in its final year before ruin and shattering
of its power come upon her!
Continuing in the same vein, Isaiah continues, “See, Damascus will no longer be a
city but will become a heap of ruins . . . The fortified city will disappear from Ephraim,
and royal power from Damascus” (Isa.17:1-3). God continues, “In that day the glory of
Jacob will fade; the fat of his body will waste away” (v.4).
How bad will it become? “In that day their strong cities . . . will be like places
abandoned to thickets and undergrowth. And all will be desolation” (v.9).
Will destruction and devastation strike America, and her allies, including Great
Britain, this very year? The pot is boiling in the Middle East. Syria is torn with Civil
War, China is in upheaval. Russia is frothing at the mouth. Iran is bellicose as usual.
North Korea threatens the U.S. with a nuclear attack. The world is in a state of
instability, crisis, and foment, and agitation, such as the world has never before seen or
experienced. Everyone is waiting for the hammer to fall, for the Damocles sword to
strike. It is only a matter of time.
Why are these things coming upon us, soon to overwhelm and submerge us in
crisis after crisis?
The “Sin” Crisis
Our mounting national sins, is the answer. They have reached the tipping point.
They have filled up the cup of our pollution. Our iniquity, like that of the ancient
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Amorites, “is full.” When that happens, God punishes His people when they turn
their backs on Him.
The story of the book of Judges in the Old Testament is the story of what happens
when a people or a nation forsake the way of God. It is the story of those who did what
seemed right in their own eyes. “In those days Israel had no king; everyone did as he saw
fit” (Judges 21:25).
Time after time, the Israelites turn from God, and were delivered up to their
enemies and captured and enslaved. They repented, time after time, and God relented
and restored them, only for them to rebel again, and suffer the same penalty again and
again. God changes not (Mal.3:6). He is the same today and forever. He will always
punish the wicked. Wicked nations will always be turned into “hell,” until they repent of
all their iniquities and transgressions.
God looks upon us, as a nation, and says, “These are rebellious people, deceitful
children, children unwilling to listen to the Lord’s instruction. They say to the seers, ‘See
no more visions!’ and to the prophets, ‘Give us no more visions of what is right! Tell us
pleasant things, prophesy illusions. Leave this way, get us off this path, and stop
confronting us with the Holy One of Israel!’” (Isa.30:9-11, NIV)
How have we gone astray?
The Escalating Crisis
The body of a nation dies when it gets so congested that it can’t live. It seems that
a full measure of corruption must implode a nation before it can begin anew.
Most Americans today are still living in dreamland. They are totally oblivious to
what is happening around them. Most people cannot imagine that the United States is in a
state of economic and social collapse, even though the signs and indicators are
everywhere. Red flags are flying violently in the wind everywhere. Indeed, the
handwriting is on the wall for our once great nation which has lost its way!
Where and what is the rot in America? One of the signs of demise is the
consistent ongoing devaluation of the U.S. dollar by the U.S. government. Says Bob
Livingston of Personal Liberty, “This is economic warfare against the American middle
class and all producers of wealth and savings. If this were the work of a foreign enemy,
all-out military mobilization would be a full national effort.
“Devaluation of the currency is a concept of subtle theft. It is stealth transfer of
wealth without violent conflict.
“The elite moneychangers can take money (purchasing power) right out of your
pocket simply by printing new money. New money dilutes old money toward
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worthlessness. New money in circulation, either digital or printed, is evidence of
government theft.
“Can anyone imagine how much theft and impoverishment is going on with the
trillions of dollars’ worth of new money created under the aegis of quantitative easing?
The bank robbers of old were at high risk. Now, it’s the banks and the government that
are robbing the people with no risk at all. All the robbing is done with the printing press.
“Thanks to Ben Bernanke’s shenanigans, stocks are up and housing prices are up,
but so is the price of food and energy. But rising stock and housing prices are good,
right? Not in the current climate, because it’s a false hope built on piles of newly printed
“dollars.” It’s cheap money, but it is an expensive proposition. It’s a bubble of titanic
proportions, and its collapse will make the bubbles of the past pale in comparison.
“There is a flood of money that is being pushed downstream. As Zerohedge
writes, we are in uncharted territory that cannot go on forever.
“The creation of money by the Fed, the ECB (European Central Bank) and
Japan’s central bank keeps raising the tide but like all tides when it reverses course if will
flow back out from the high water mark which has been created and with an equal force.
“The reversal will come from an event or from the moment that the central banks
reverse position or from the fall in the demand for goods and services as
consumers/investors have less money to buy things.
“The elite behind the scenes count on the ignorance of the American people, who
have been dumbed down with drugs, tobacco, alcohol, debauchery, national sports craze,
instant gratification, debt and no rule of law. There is no hope for them unless something
wakes them up!” So writes Bob Livingston, of Personal Liberty (June 3, 2013).
But even worse than that, American has forsaken her Christian heritage.
The Sinister Truth about Obama and Islam
Barack Obama declared, “Whatever we once were, we are no longer a Christian
nation.”
Who is President Barack Obama and what does he want? That he is an enigma is
indisputable.
The ultra-Left continues to see him as a transformative figure that will remake
America. His critics agree that Obama wants to change America, but not for the better. I
decided to find out by reading half a dozen books and taking notes over the past few
months.
The three books that are most compelling in their explanations of Obama are:
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• Richard Minter, Leading From Behind: The Reluctant President and the Advisors
Who Decide For Him.
• Edward Klein, The Amateur: Barack Obama in the White House.
• Bob Woodward, Obama Wars.
Minter’s credits include writing for The Wall Street Journal, Forbes and even the
left-leaning Newsweek. Klein was a former editor for Newsweek. And the venerable
Woodward was a key player that revealed Watergate when he was famously reporting for
The Washington Post and has been considered to be the political assassin of President
Richard Nixon.
These books contend Obama is a loner with few or no friends, has a messiah
complex and an unequalled ego. They state that beyond his troika – wife and First Lady
Michelle Obama, Senior Advisor to the President Valarie Jarrett and Attorney General
Eric H. Holder – Obama listens to nobody. More damning is both Minter and Klein
contend that the President and his gang of three are sympatico; that their AfricanAmerican heritage has made them and all blacks victims of the white establishment and
that they must change the United States with the redistribution of wealth, the Constitution
be damned.
In Leading From Behind, Minter writes:
(In college Obama had) a passion for civil rights, social justice, and radical politics…
(He) was developing a radical resume. He audited a class at Columbia University taught
by famed writer and Palestinian activist Edward Said, spoke at protests at Harvard Law
School, attended a church where the radical Israel sermons of Rev. Jeremiah Wright
echoed off the walls.

Is Obama a Muslim in Christian Clothing?
No one can forget the Reverend Wright and his “Goddamn the United States!”
outburst from the pulpit. But according to Klein, it wasn’t Wright who corrupted young
Obama. It was Obama who used Wright by cultivating a relationship for his own political
gain, namely to cover his Islamic beliefs.
Klein interviewed almost 200 people that have personally known the President,
including Rev. Wright. On page 40 of The Amateur is Klein’s interview with Wright, the
man Obama once said was, “like my father”:
“After Barack and I got to know each other, it got to the point where we would just drop
by my church to talk,” Wright said. “And the talk gradually moved away from his
community-organizing concerns — street cleaning, housing, child care, and those kinds
of needs — to larger things, more personal things. Like trying to make sense of the
world. Like trying to make sense out of the diverse racial and religious background from
which he came. He was confused. He wanted to know who he was.
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“And I told him, ‘Well, you already know the Muslim piece of your background.’” Wright
continued. “You studied Islam, didn’t you? And Barack said, ‘Yeah, Rev, I studied Islam.
But it helped me understand Christianity, because I already know Islam.’ And I said,
‘Well, let’s start from the beginning. Who do you say Jesus is? Let’s boil it down to the
basics.”
“Did you convert Obama from Islam to Christianity?” I asked Wright. “That’s hard to
tell,” Wright replied. “I think I convinced him that it is okay for him to make a choice in
terms of who he believed Jesus is. And I told him it was really okay and not a putdown of
the Muslim part of his family or his Muslim friends.”

This interview was not conducted by a conservative. These are not the words from
a book by Rush Limbaugh, Sarah Palin or the soon-to-be-a-retired-Congresswoman
Michele Bachmann. Klein is a seasoned newsman who freely admits that, like most of his
colleagues in the media, he was first blinded by the celebrity aura that is the substance of
Barack Obama. Nevertheless, linking the President to Islam is a serious charge. Yet
others see some truth in it.
It was reported last week that Virginia Republican nominee for Lieutenant
Governor E.W. Jackson wrote in a 2010 blog that Obama has “Muslim sensibilities” and
a “Muslim perspective” to view the world. He added that Obama has taken an antiSemitic approach to the White House that he “picked up from the black community.”
Obama refuses to use the words “extremist Muslims” or “Muslim Jihadists.” In
2009, Obama said it was “workplace violence” (I thought that was when you kicked over
the water-cooler at the office) when Nidal Hasan, the Fort Hood shooter and follower of
al-Qaida, shot and killed 13 military personnel while screaming “allahu akbar” (god is
great).
It is ridiculous, Washington Post columnist Charles Krauthammer told Fox News
in April, that the President refuses to use the words “jihadist” and “Islamist” to describe
the threat.
Krauthammer added: “I say I don’t know what he’s thinking, but I sure know
what he’s saying and doing. The lengths to which he will go to avoid telling us the truth
about the enemy is becoming comical and certainly embarrassing… (Obama) refuses to
use any words that might imply a connection between radical Islam and terrorism, which
anybody who is over the age of 9 knows is the single greatest cause of terror in the world
today.” (John Myers, Personal Liberty, June 8, 2013).
The Sinister Truth about Obama’s War on Christians
"Scandal." That one word pretty much summarizes the Obama administration’s
second term – from Benghazi-gate, to the IRS’s all-out war on hundreds of conservative
organizations, to the Justice Department’s "criminalization of journalism" through
targeting, harassing and seizing the records of news reporters and editors.
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And that’s in addition to the many other Obama scandals, from his illegally
waged war against Libya and his policy of targeted assassinations of Americans
(both designated by a bipartisan panel of constitutional experts as "clearly impeachable
offenses") to the Justice Department’s disastrous "Fast and Furious" gun-running
operation which resulted in at least 100 deaths – and countless other outrages.
Yet, the mother of all Obama scandals – indeed, the root of all the rest – receives
little attention from the press. In fact, most Americans have never even heard an explicit
reference to the primary scandal of the Obama administration.
As Whistleblower Editor David Kupelian says in the issue, headlined "OBAMA’S
WAR ON CHRISTIANS": “Just scratch a little below the surface of all the current
scandals, and the mother-lode comes fully into view."
"Take the IRS scandal. Who exactly are all these 500-plus ‘tea party,’ ‘patriot,’
‘conservative’ and ‘prolife’ groups being targeted by the revenue agency?" asks
Kupelian. "Who populates these organizations? What beliefs and values animate them?
By and large, they are Christians and Jews who strongly hold to a traditional, biblical,
Judeo-Christian worldview.”
Continues Kupelian: “Haven’t you wondered why the Obama Department of
Homeland Security warns law enforcement departments that the real ‘extremist’ threats
to America are from pro-lifers, patriots, constitutionalists, amnesty opponents, gun
enthusiasts and military veterans? Haven’t you scratched your head trying to figure out
why the U.S. military recently threatened to court-martial Christian service personnel just
for sharing their faith with others?
“The hard truth is: Barack Obama considers traditional, freedom-loving, centerright Christian America – not Marxism, not Islamism, not a toxic culture nor a stagnant
economy – to be his biggest enemy, his greatest obstacle to fundamentally transforming
America.”
Highlights of ““OBAMA’S WAR ON CHRISTIANS" include:
• “The biggest Obama scandal of all” by David Kupelian.
• “Banning Christianity from the armed forces” by Joseph Farah, who reports that
the U.S. military was recently advised that Christian believers are "monsters" who
"terrorize" others with their faith.
• “Under Obama, Christians and conservatives are ‘extremists’” by Bob Unruh,
on the current administration’s relentless demonization of opponents of abortion,
same-sex marriage and illegal immigration.
• “IRS targeting of conservatives continues” by Jerome R. Corsi, on the public
interest law firm that has now sued the revenue agency in federal court on behalf
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of 25 different organizations.
• “IRS demands Christian pro-lifers reveal ‘the content of their prayers’” – one of
the most outrageous abuses in an era of outrages.
• “Why Obama wars against Judeo-Christian America” by David Kupelian, an indepth and thought-provoking exploration of what’s really behind the neverending attacks on everything “decent” and “normal”.
• “Obamacare forcing Christian companies to provide abortion pill” by Bob
Unruh, showing how some of the Obama administration’s abuses are so egregious
that the judiciary is siding against them.
• “New class of people identified as IRS enemies” by Gina Loudon, on the
bizarre fact that families that adopt children are far more likely to be audited by
the IRS than “millionaires and billionaires.”
• “Warning from Canada: Orwellian future awaits U.S.” by Art Moore, who
documents how the lessons of 10 years of same-sex marriage in our neighbor to
the north totally shatter the arguments of “gay marriage” supporters.
• “Lesbian journalist: 'Gay marriage is a lie'” – in a candid moment, journalistactivist confirms everything most opponents of same-sex marriage have long
believed.
• “Feds require employees to give open LGBT approval” by Matt Barber, who
explains the latest – and astonishingly Orwellian – decree from the Obama Justice
Department: No longer is it OK for Christians just to be intimidated and "shut up"
regarding “lesbians, gays, bisexuals and transgenders” in the federal workplace –
they must verbally support it! As one internal DOJ memo to employees puts it:
“Silence will be interpreted as disapproval”.
• “How a revered Christian institution was brought down” by Peter LaBarbera, a
poignant, insider look at what really caused the downfall of the Boy Scouts of
America
• “Dobson: Feds must stop silencing and intimidating Christians” by Bob Unruh,
in which the evangelical leader confirms that the IRS has been directly targeting
traditional-values religious groups – including his own.
• “Assaulting Christians but coddling terrorists” by David Limbaugh, on the U.S.
military’s disturbing track record of targeting religious liberty
• “Reflections by a former Muslim on Obama's love of Islam" by Nonie Darwish,
on how Obama became the “savior of both Islam and socialists”.
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• “The world's most dynamic religion is ...” by Dennis Prager, who surprisingly
reveals that today’s most influential belief system – and the one increasingly
dominating America – is neither Christianity nor Islam.
• “Beware of liberals in evangelicals’ clothing” by Ann Coulter, who exposes the
totally irrational “new Christian ethic of compassion-by-personal-encounter”.
• “Christian civil disobedience may be imminent” by Patrick J. Buchanan, who
asks: What happens when millions of believers refuse to obey new same-sex
marriage laws?
Another Obamanism
Said Barack Obama, “This is the most transparent administration in history, and I
can document how that is the case — everything from every visitor who comes into the
White House is now part of the public record. That is something we changed. Every law
that we pass, every rule that we implement we put online for everyone to see.”
“I am not somebody who believes that the President has the authority to do
whatever he wants, or whatever she wants whenever they want just under the guise of
counterterrorism.” – President Barack Obama.
Is that really the truth?
The Associated Press wiretapping scandal and resultant revelations of Federal
spying on American journalists has revealed the true contempt and fear that the
Administration of Barack Obama — an Administration that has prosecuted twice as many
Americans under the 1917 Espionage Act than all other Administrations combined — has
for a well-informed populace.
The people attacked by the Obama Administration through the Espionage Act are
not, as one might expect, double agents caught in the act of leaking state secrets to
America’s most dangerous geopolitical foes. More often than not, they are viewed as
patriots in the eyes of the greater American public, exposing Federal wrongdoing and
acting in the best interest of the American people.
An Investigative reporter in Cincinnati, the epicenter (so far as we know) of the
Internal Revenue Service discrimination conspiracy against conservatives, has all but
demolished President Barack Obama’s claim that the two-year hit job was the work of
self-willed, autonomously acting “rogue” employees far down the chain of command.
Common sense would naturally tell anyone the same thing; and the known facts
in this case do nothing but corroborate the suspicions of both liberals and conservatives
convinced that the President was involved in the sandal, which obviously benefitted his
re-election campaign, from the beginning.
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The smoking gun is smoking – many smoking guns. The Obama
administration is up to its eye brows in sludge, deceit, corruption, filth, and odious
putrefaction. It embraces that which Almighty God condemns, and condemns that which
God embraces and approves.
Judgment day is coming. We are being weighed in the balances, and we are
found deeply wanting, spiritually destitute and morally bankrupt!
Would Obama go so far as to imprison, or even “kill” his enemies, or place his
critics in “re-education camps” or prisons, as Soviet Russia did during the Cold War
days?
Gun Control and Civil War?
I know it is not a pleasant thought to consider that the American government
would have American solders to kill you if you didn't give up your firearms, but the
evidence of that happening seems to be increasing. I don't like it either, however take a
look at the real evidence and make up your own mind.
Dr. Jim Garrow is a renowned author and whistleblower who has been nominated
for a Nobel peace prize for his humanitarian work. He is the author of “The Pink Pagoda:
One Man’s Quest to End Gendercide in China”.
Dr. Garrow was recently contacted by a high ranking military official who
implored him to reveal the truth about a “litmus test” that is being proposed by the
Obama administration to the military asking the question “will you shoot Americans if
they won’t give you their guns?”
Dr. Garrow has spent over $25 million over the past sixteen years rescuing an
estimated 40,000 baby Chinese girls from near-certain death under China’s one-childper-couple policy by facilitating international adoptions. He is the founder and executive
director of the Bethune Institute’s Pink Pagoda schools, private English-immersion
schools for Chinese children. Today he runs 168 schools with nearly 6,300 employees.
Dr. Garrow was recently contacted by a high ranking military official who
implored him to reveal the truth about a “litmus test” that is being proposed by the
Obama administration to the military asking the question “will you shoot Americans if
they won’t give you their guns?”
Law enforcement drones, which have proved so effective in combating terrorism
and killing terrorists abroad, are now being brought to America, to patrol our skies, cities,
and countryside. Will the American people be next?
Could civil war be coming to America? The prophet Zechariah declares, of the
end time, and God’s people, “This is what the LORD my God says: Prepare the flock
marked for slaughter. Their buyers slaughter them and go on unpunished. Those who
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sell them say, ‘Praise the LORD, I am rich!’ Their own shepherds do not spare
them. For I will no longer have pity on the people of the land, declares the LORD.
I will hand everyone over to his neighbor and his king. They will oppress the land, and I
will not rescue them from their hands” (Zech11:4-6).
A few months ago, I saw people gathered outside the post office, carrying
placards and signs saying, “IMPEACH OBAMA!” But will it work?
God says our SINS have brought these conditions upon us!
Precarious Days
We are in precarious days. We have a mega-criminal in the White House, a fullblown Tyranosaurus Rex, aka Antichrist aka budding Dictator/Marxist/Hitler/Tyrant who
will stop at nothing to rule the world and is well on his way to accomplish his agenda,
which will leave the world breathless, trembling, and nauseous.
The Department of Homeland Security is preparing for war on American citizens.
Obama has declared that U.S. troops returning from Iraq and Afghanistan are to be
deemed potential “terrorists” because of their military training, and possibly because of
their patriotism, loyalty to the American heritage, history, constitution, and traditional
values and way of life. His new generation of soldiers will be composed of young,
pliable minds who have no loyalty to the constitution, traditional values, but who are
loyal to Obama and his standards, concepts, and authority. The military is being
overhauled, and those whose loyalty to him is doubtful or questionable are being weeded
out, retired, and put out to pasture, so the new leadership, faithful to Obama, can take
over.
The Mark of the Beast
Does this not remind you of “the mark of the Beast”? In the book of Revelation,
the apostle John describes the future of this world, during the end times. He writes,
speaking of a future government/religious entity, “. . . he deceived the inhabitants of the
earth. He ordered them to set up an image in honor of the beast who was wounded by the
sword and yet lived. . . . He also forced everyone, small and great, rich and poor, free and
slave, to receive a mark on his right hand or on his forehead, so that no one could buy or
sell unless he had the mark, which is the name of the beast or the number of his name”
(Rev.13:14-17).
Those who ultimately identify with the Beast will die with the Beast. Those who
follow the Beast will perish with the Beast. Those who bear the “mark” of the Beast will
suffer the wrath of Almighty God poured out without mixture. As John writes, “If
anyone worships the beast and his image and receives his mark on the forehead or on the
hand, he, too, will drink of the wine of God’s fury, which has been poured full strength
into the cup of his wrath. He will be tormented by burning sulphur in the presence of the
holy angels and of the Lamb. And the smoke of their torment rises forever and ever.
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There is no rest day or night for those who worship the beast and his image, or for
anyone who receives the mark of his name. This calls for patient endurance on the
part of the saints who obey God’s commandments and remain faithful to Jesus”
(Rev.14:9-12, NIV).
The “Fatal Wound”
With all the recent scandals rising up in the Obama administration, many people
are becoming livid. Some in Congress are once again crying out for “impeachment.”
They see the sorry path our nation has taken, and the massive corruption, Mafia-style
politics, called “Chicago politics,” and are incensed and cry out for a special prosecutor
to investigate these ripe and burgeoning scandals and the stench of corruption. But Eric
Holder, the Attorney General, is in Obama’s pocket, and loyalist, and is very likely guilty
of cover ups, lying to Congress, and a host of malfeasance activities involving the Justice
Department. Can you have the “fox” appoint an investigator to check out the hen house?
Should the fox investigate the fox?
There is an old saying, “Be careful what you ask for. You just might get it.”
If Obama is a President worthy of impeachment, if he is forced from office, there
will be hell to pay for the Nation. His supporters by the millions will say he was
politically lynched because of his color. Think back to the widespread rioting after the
assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. in 1968. Take the number of those events and
multiply that by a much bigger number, and you will have an inkling posed by possible
“impeachment.” Civil war could well be in the offing.
Impeachment! Can it be done? Is the nation angry enough to “bite the bullet”
and face this issue head on?
Speaking of the Beast power, the Antichrist, at the end time, the apostle John
says, “And I saw a beast coming up out of the sea [of nations]. He had ten horns and
seven heads [the governments he controlled] . . . . The dragon [Satan the devil –
Rev.12:9] gave the beast his power and his throne and great authority. One of the heads
of the beast seemed to have had a fatal wound, but the fatal wound had been healed. The
whole world was astonished and followed the beast” (Rev.13:1-3).
Could this “fatal wound” be impeachment? The Greek word used here means
“death stroke,” “mortally wounded, “deadly wound.” But notice – it does not say he was
killed, but it was “AS IF” he suffered a mortal wound or death stroke – some great
adverse circumstance which normally would have been fatal, but in his case, he survived,
and the fatal wound was HEALED!
Could this be a reference to impeachment? But afterward, he rises up to even
greater power and authority? As major scandals continue to wash over the White House
and the Obama administration, impeachment talk is engulfing American conservatives
and many Republicans.
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The scandals perpetrated upon the Tea Party members and groups, and
conservatives, and rich Americans who voted for Obama, including IRS harassment and
tax audits, have been outrageous and utterly bipartisan and wicked. But a wounded
Obama could bounce back stronger and worse than ever!
Bob Unruh, of World Net Daily, says, “Half of America Wants Obama
Impeached” (May 19, 2013).
Writes Unruh, “The faux stone columns from his Denver acceptance speech are
crumbling, the fireworks have fizzled and the unadulterated adulation of Barack Obama
is a sour feeling of disillusion, as a new poll reveals half of America wants him
impeached, including a stunning one in four Democrats. Half or nearly half of those
surveyed said they believed Obama should be impeached for the trifecta of scandals now
consuming Washington” (ibid.).
The three major earth-shaking scandals are Benghazi, where four Americans were
killed because of Obama indifference, neglect, or malfeasance, including Ambassador
Stevens; Internal Revenue Service targeted investigations of conservatives and
Christians; and the government’s illegal seizure of AP phone records.
Representative Michelle Bauchman (Republican, Minnesota) raised the issue of
impeachment in the House of Representatives, but Republicans are divided on the issue.
Some warn if you only “wound” the president instead of impeaching him, he could come
back stronger than ever and with a vengeance.
Is this what prophecy says? Is this the “mortal wound” Obama – if he becomes
the final “Beast” and “World Dictator” – would survive, and come back to fulfill his role
as “King” of the New World Order, and lead the world to fight against Christ when He
returns?
Whoever the Beast is, or will be, we read, “The beast, which you saw, once was,
now is not, and will come up out of the Abyss and go to his destruction” Rev.17:8). John
is told, “The ten horns you saw are ten kings who have not yet received a kingdom, but
who for one hour will receive authority as kings along with the beast. They have one
purpose and will give their power and authority to the beast. They will make war against
the Lamb, but the Lamb will overcome them because he is Lord of lords and King of
kings—and with him will be his called, chosen and faithful followers” (Rev.17:12-14).
“Then I saw the beast and the kings of the earth and their armies gathered
together to make war against the rider on the horse and his army. But the beast was
captured, and with him the false prophet who had performed the miraculous signs on his
behalf. . . The two of them were thrown alive into the fiery lake of burning sulphur”
(Rev.19:19-20). That spectacular day of explosive fireworks and the consummation of
the age is coming quickly! Even so, Come, Lord Jesus – Yeshuah Ha Moshiach!

